Gymnázium Javorová
Bilingválne štúdium
Test z Anglického jazyka - vzor č. 1
_________________________________________________________
1. časť:
GRAMMAR

Choose the best word or phrase (a, b, c or d) to fill each blank.
(1) Roberta _____ from The United States.
(2) What‟s _____ name?

(3)

a) -

My friend _____ in London.

(4) Where _____? a) works Tom

(5) I _____ coffee. a) no like

a) are

b) his

b) is

c) him

a) living

b) not like

c) lives

c)Tom does work

c) like don‟t

(6) Tokyo is _____ city I‟ve ever lived in. a) the most big
(7) A vegetarian is someone _____ doesn‟t eat meat. a) who

(8) I _____ watch TV tonight.

d) be

d) he

b) live

b) Tom works

c) am

d) is live

d) does Tom work

d) don‟t like

b) the bigger c) the biggest d) the more big

b) what

c) which

d) whose

a) am b) go to c) going to d) am going to

(9) I wish I _____ more money!

a) have

b) had

c) would have

d) was having

(10) _____ be famous one day? a) Would you like

b) Would you like to c) Do you like d) Do you like to

(11) It‟s my birthday _____ Friday.

c) at

a) on

b) in

d) by
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(12) I _____ a headache. a) am b) do c) have
(13) „What time is it?‟

d) got

„I have no _____.‟ a) idea

b) opinion

(14) How many _____ of trousers have you got? a) items

c) answer

b) pairs

d) time

c) sets

d) times

(15) Joel came back from his holiday looking really _____. a) tanned b) sunned c) coloured d) darkened
(16) I‟m not interested _____ sports.

(17) She likes _____ expensive clothes.

a) for

b) about

a) wearing

c) in

d) to

b) to wearing

c) wear

d) is wearing

(18) Harry _____ when the accident happened. a) was driving b) drove c) had driven d) has been driving

(19) I was wondering _____ tell me when the next plane from Chicago arrives?
a) could you

b) can you

c) if you could

d) if could you

(20) If I _____ him, I would have spoken to him, wouldn‟t I?
a) saw

b) had seen

c) have seen

d) would have seen

(21) My sister _____ the cooking in our house. a) does b) makes c) cooks

d) takes

(22) Don‟t forget to _____ the light when you leave the room.
a) turn up

b) turn in

c) turn off

(23) She was in _____ when she heard the tragic news.

d) turn over

a) crying b) tears c) cries

d) tearful

(24) Could you _____ me that book for a couple of days, please? a) lend b) owe c) borrow d) rent
(25) Greg is _____ a lot of time at Yvonne‟s house these days! a) taking

b) spending c) having d) doing
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2. časť:

READING

READ THE TEXT AND CHOOSE THE BEST OPTION:

Every year about two million people visit Mount Rushmore, where the faces of four U.S. presidents were
carved in granite by sculptor Gutzon Borglum and his son, the late Lincoln Borglum. The creation of Mount
Rushmore monument took 14 years – from 1927 to 1941 – and nearly a million dollars. These were times
when money was difficult to come by and many people were jobless. To move the more than 400, 000 tons of
rock, Borglum hired laid-off workers from the closed-down mines in the Black Hills area. He taught these
men to dynamite, drill, carve, and finish the granite as they were hanging in midair in his specially devised
chairs, which had many safety features. Borglum was proud of the fact that no workers were killed or severely
injured during the years of blasting and carving.

During the carving, many changes in the original design had to be made to keep the carved heads free of large
fissures that were uncovered. However, not all the cracks could be avoided, so Borglum used a mixture of
granite dust, white lead, and linseed oil of his own invention to fill them.

Every winter, water from melting snows gets into the fissures and expands as it freezes, making the fissures
bigger. Consequently, every autumn maintenance work is done to refill the cracks. The repairers swing out in
space over a 500-foot drop and fix the monument with the same mixture that Borglum used to preserve this
national monument for future generations.

26. This passage is mainly about
1) the visitors to the Mount Rushmore monument
2) the sculptor of the Mount Rushmore monument
3) the creation of the Mount Rushmore monument.
27. According to the passage, Borglum‟s son
1) is dead
2) was a president
3) spent a million dollars.
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28. The word “these” in line 4 refers to
1) faces
2) dollars
3) times
29. Borglum‟s mixture for filling cracks was
1) very expensive
2) invented by the sculptor himself
3) bought at the Black Hills miners

30. Today, Mount Rushmore needs to be
1) polished for tourists
2) restored during the winter
3) repaired periodically.
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Key:
1. B
2. B
3. C
4. D
5. D
6. C
7. A
8. D
9. B
10. B
11. A
12. C
13. A
14. B
15. A
16. C
17. A
18. A
19. C
20. B
21. A
22. C
23. B
24. A
25. B
26. 3
27. 1
28. 3
29. 2
30. 3
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